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Thundra plateau shrine

How to find and beat Toh Yahsa, thunder trials and buried secrets. Toh Yhasa is one of the many shrines located throughout Zelda: the breath of the wild. Found in the Ridgeland area, it is available when you have finished the trial of the Thunder Shrine quest, and features a buried secrets trial. If you need help finding and solving other shrines, our shrine
place map page can help, while our Zelda: Breath of the Wild Walkthrough and guide covers other aspects of the game. You will find this shrine on the Tondra Plateau in the Ridgeland region. It's right next to Ridgeland Tower; heading west and head to the ruins in the corner of the swamp. When you touch you, you'll be given the Thunder Shrine Quest Trial.
The goal is to track four colored orbs and place them on your pedal. Because there is rain, thunderstorms and a few orbs on the platforms above, it's much easier if you:Use a two-hand weapon (rusty Claymore rests against the green base if you need it)Is Gail Revali (reward for completing Vah Medoh Divine Beast for Rito) which allows you to rise into the
air without having to climbUnequip all metal objects to avoid You are getting hit by the lightningWhen you are ready , orbs are found in the following places:Red Orb - To the east, on a platform. The easiest way to use a stasis is on it, then hit it with a weapon towards the pedals. Purple Orb - on the ground next to the purple pedal. Orange Ork - heading north,
on a platform. We recommend using Gail Revali to fly over, then using Statis to knock Orb to the feet. Alternatively, you can try to knock it off with a hit arrow. Green Orb - look out to the top of the pedal and it sits there. Revali's Gale is your best bet, otherwise arrows can knock it down. There are multiple edge note, so can a few shots. When they are in
place, the shrine will appear. Thanks to the new update, it is now possible to play Zelda Breath of the Wild in VR. Want help with the original game? Our Zelda: Breath of the wild walkthrough can help complete the divine beasts of Vah Rota, Vah Rudyana, Vah Medoh and Vah Naboris and more. There are also how to get master swords, Hylian shields and all
memories of captured Zelda and great fairytale fountain locations, while our shrine locations and shrine maps center explains where to find and solve every puzzle room, including dragon locations and laby labytal solutions. We also have a DLC Guide 1 and DLC Guide 2, including All Tingle, Majora Mask, Ghost, Midna Outfit Location. Throw your bombs
equipped and blow up any cracked blocks you can in this room, both in front and back ladders ahead of you. You reveal a metal box, as well as a giant switch behind ladders. First, we get optional breasts. Use the box to raise it to the side column, and knock the chest down, giving An opal. The second chest is an alcove below where you start, revealed with
all the blocks gone. Inside the rubber armor is useful. To complete the shrine, the metal box must be used in the following ways. Move it between the small platform in the middle and the ladder, using it as a stepping stone to climb. Destroy some of the more cracked blocks as you go, then turn around and use magnesis on the metal box from above, move it
behind the ladder on the giant switch, opening the door. Now go up and claim your own spirit while you're here, here are other shrines inside the area: the Ridgeland area (7 shrines) Ridgeland Shrine Map.If you're after other trials, then our Zelda: breath of wild shrine locations and hub page maps can help with other areas. FlagView HistoryTrial of Thunder is
one of 42 Quests Shrine in the legend of Zelda: The Breath of the Wild. The successful completion of this effort shows the hidden shrine of Toh Yhasa in the Ridgeland region. To begin this shrine effort, move to the Thundra Plateau, west of the Ridgeland Tower. Remove all metal weapons, bows, and shields before trying this shrine effort, lest you electric
over and over again. Your goal here is to put colored orbs back where they belong in colored code receivers. Assuming a Western approach, it stands in front of the red orb on the platform. Use Stasis on it, then hit it so it rises over to the center plateau where four receivers and columns. The green stone sits on top of that southwestern column. Use arrows or
two to knock it down, then put it in place. Put red and purple orbs in the receiver based on color as well. That orange platform is right north, paragliding to it, flashing it to the ground, then carrying it to the high ground near the plateau. Use Stasis to freeze it, then and hit it silly with a heavy weapon like a club to add potential energy. When Stazzis is finished,
he must move over the ditch and on the plateau, placed each finder in his respective receiver to reveal the hidden shrine of Toh Yhasa. Travel to Ridgeland Tower, northwest of Hyrule. The trial of the Thunder Shrine quest begins on the Tundra Plateau, which is right next to the tower. (This is an area with large plants with flat tops.) As soon as you arrive,
you'll get a trial for the Thunder Shrine quest. You don't have to talk to anyone or do anything else. All you have to do is go there how to complete the trial trying the Thunder Shrine and show Toh Yahsa the shrine your goal is to move four orbs in the vicinity and drop them into the correct bowls, but it's more challenging as it may seem. There's a
thunderstorm in the area, and it doesn't go away, which limits your options. Here's how to find any orb, take them out of their perches and get them to where they need to be. hes red . Look for platform with red orb (as shown in up). Climb, use stasis on rocks and hit it in the direction of the Thundra plateau. When it lands on the plateau, lift it up and place it in
the front bowl of the column, which has similar signs. that purple . The Purple Orb is just sitting right in the open at the top of the Thundra Plateau. Pick him up, and put it in his bowl. Vegetables. While standing on the Thundra plateau, look up, and you'll see a column with a green stone on top. Hit that guy with a shot and he'll fall out of his garbage. While
standing on the tondra plateau, scan the horizon for an orange orb sitting at the top of the column. (View image in gallery for reference.) Go to it, and do what you did with the green orb: destroy it with the arrow. Between the columns where the orange orb was sitting and the Thundra Plateau, you'll see a raised area of the earth. Put the orange orb there, use
stasis on the orb and (just like you do with the red orb), hit it so that it will fly on the Thundra plateau. Climb (the easiest route in the gallery is high), and put it in your bowl. When all those pilgrimages are in their bowls, it's your shrine. How to solve the Toh Yhasa shrine and get the rubber armor area below where you arrive is full of large stone cubes. Break
them all with bombs from a distance to reveal two treasure chests and a pressure plate at the back of the room. Below the platform you reached, you'll find an alco. Inside, open the treasure chest for rubber armor, which protects you against electrical damage. (Rubber armor is part of a collection that protects you from lightning damage. Use magnesium on a
large metal cube, pick it up, and knock the treasure chest out of the platform near the wall. Open the treasure breast for an opal on the ground directly ahead of where you arrive, use magnesium on a large metal cube again, and put it between the bottom platform and the area with ladders that you can't reach. Climb the cube, and destroy the remaining three
stone blocks with a bomb. While standing on the platform where stone blocks once blocked their path, use magnesium on a large metal cube for the last time. Move it around to the pressure screen on the far side of the platform where you stand. (It may be difficult or even impossible to see. just make your best guess as to where the middle is, and drop it.
Climb the ladder, meet Toh Yhasa, and collect your soul trenches. Related Breath of the Wild Guide: Where to find and how to beat all the shrines
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